Q1828 UNDER A SPELL BY JENNIFER PUGH

Suggested Projects

Q580-19-580 Plaid Sash-ay
48” x 70”
Requires:
1 - 10 Karat Mini Crystals Q513-460-513
1 - Essential Gems Q802-23-802*
(Midnight) *Incl. MOST binding
1 - Fat Quarter (for remaining binding)
Must coordinate with strip pack
Backing: Customer’s Choice 3 1/4 yds.

Q580-12-580 Starburst
55” x 62”
Requires:
1 pk. Wilmington Crystals: Q800-460-800
Background: Q1817-39081-999 2 1/3 yards
Binding: Q1817-39081-999 5/8 yard
Backing: Customer’s Choice 3 5/8 yards
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